Heritage Lottery Fund: Grants for Places of Worship
HLF Guidance (England): https://www.hlf.org.uk/lookingfunding/our-grant-programmes/grants-places-worship-england

Useful guidance
•
•

Main criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•

Urgent (within two years) structural repairs to listed places of worship
Project costs can be used to encourage greater community engagement
The project MUST achieve the outcome of improving the condition of heritage
The project MUST achieve the outcome of allowing a wider range of people and
communities to engage with heritage
You must be able to demonstrate major financial need
Funding for projects between £10,000 and £250,000. For exceptional large projects
that cannot be phased, projects can be taken to the national committee

Application process
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Apply online via the HLF website (insert hyperlink)
They recommend you send a project enquiry form before applying
(https://forms.hlf.org.uk/officeforms/hlf_projects.ofml)
A two round process with a development phase of a year followed by works phase
Stage 1 - can take up to 12 months and will include investigations and fundraising
Stage 2 - will take up to three years for repairs
Assessment of applications takes three months at each round
Decisions are made on Round 1 bids four times a year by local Committees.
Deadlines are usually;

Feb for June Committee meetings

May for September Committee meetings

August for December Committee meetings

November for March Committee meetings

Exact deadlines are available via the HLF website or by contacting the relevant local
team.

Eligibility
•
•
•
•
•

Listed Place of worship - used at least 6 times a year
Use other than by the congregation
Must be able to accept lottery funding
Work should not have already started
Must not take more than three years to complete

Supporting documents
•
•
•
•
•

Accounts - last financial year and independently examined following the Charity
Accounting Regulations
Quinquennial Inspection/condition report with evidence of urgency for works
Photographs of the church in general and details of the problem areas
Letter of support from the Archdeacon or equivalent
Documentation can be posted within 5 days of submission, before deadline

•
•

•
•
•

Highly competitive scheme, with an 52% success rate in 2015/16
You are expected to contribute to the project i.e. through your own funds, through
partnership funding, volunteer time and through a local fundraising strategy
The value of maintenance from your own resources for up to five years after the
project finishes can be included as partnership funding
LPWGS (http://www.lpwscheme.org.uk/) should be included as partnership
funding; you should be sure to check the eligibility of items put forward for
reclaim before including them
A quote from a builder is not enough to prove urgency of the works, you will need
an up to date Quinquennial Inspection or professional condition report.
The development stage will help to inform your costs, these can be estimated to
the best of your knowledge at the application stage
The grant scheme is designed to encourage a wider range of people to take an
interest in places of worship beyond the primary function of worship

Activities and materials to engage a wider range of people such as phone apps,
leaflets, guidebooks, websites, concerts and tours should be included in the project.
New capital works up to 15% of total project costs for items such as toilets,
kitchens, improvements to heating and electrical systems, other works to improve
energy efficiency, works to assist with the on-going maintenance of the place of
worship are now eligible but not mandatory.
Works must respect the historic character and significance of the building

How they assess applications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Decisions are made based on quality and value for money
What is the heritage value of the place of worship, why is it important and who is it
important to?
Is the repair work urgently required within two years?
What are the needs or opportunities
that the project is responding to?
Why does the project need to go ahead now
and why is Lottery funding needed?
What outcomes will the
project achieve?
Is the project well planned?
Is the project financially
realistic?
Will the project outcomes
be sustained after the
project has ended?

Download this document at:
www.nationalchurchestrust
.org/hlf-grants-england

This section provides information and examples of how you
might complete the GPOW application form. It is not a
template, and you should complete your application based
on your local needs and capacity.

Parochial church council of St Peter and St Paul
i.e. Nave roof repairs at St Margarets
A short summary of your project;
Urgent repair works to…
And ancillary works to engage the wider community in…
etc
Make initial contact with the HLF via their Project Enquiry Form to check
the eligibility of your project and receive additional guidance from HLF
staff.
Example Project Summary:
The Nave roof slating of St Margaret's is suffering from an advanced case of nail
fatigue, which is now causing water ingress and needs addressing urgently within
the next two years. In addition to this there are major issues with the cast iron
rainwater goods and related problems of water ingress within the tower. The two
issues are directly related, and repairs cannot be economically phased.
We would also like to take this opportunity to encourage more visitors to the
church through our links with the internationally renowned poet laureate Alfred
Lord Tennyson, whose father was the rector here in the early 19th century. We
would seek to strengthen links with the Tennyson Research Centre and Tennyson
Society and would improve virtual accessibility for visitors through a new website
and updated interpretation. Physical access would be increased through repairing
the historic door and keeping the church unlocked. Capacity will be built through
training and mentoring support for churchwardens and clergy, with support
delivered by SPAB, the NCT and the diocese.

The organisation is the PCC in this case, therefore the address will be the
address of the church
Who will be your main point of contact for the duration of the contract?
The priest, churchwarden etc.
Note: HLF prefer projects that are locally owned and managed, with the support of
professionals, rather than led by the architect or external professionals. Avoid
having your architect as the primary contact, but ensure that your local project
leader (e.g. churchwarden or clergy) is confident of his/her knowledge about the
project and is able to respond effectively to queries from your assessing officer.

Main purpose and activities;
•
•
•
•
•
•

Give the name of diocese and deanery, if appropriate
The number of people attending on the main day of worship
The number of people on the electoral roll
Mission
How often is your church left open for visitors (i.e. unlocked)?
List the community groups that use the building regularly and the
activities the building is used for

The PCC/church/chapel/meeting house;
•

•
•

A voluntary organisation with legal responsibility for the care of the
building comprising a Secretary, Treasurer, 2
churchwardens/volunteers and other general church members
Any paid staff members i.e. fundraisers, parish priest etc
Accounts – give information based on your latest accounts, detail your
unrestricted general reserves

PCCs with a turnover of under £100,000 are ‘excepted’ charities and will
not have a charity number

Example: 1d
The organisation is the PCC of St Margaret's Church is within the Lincoln Diocese
and the Bollingbroke Deanery. Services are held regularly throughout the year;
approximately 14 are scheduled to be held in 2013. Attendants at these services is
between 6-20. The electoral role for the PCC comprises of 15 residents. There are
currently no community groups in the village but the church welcomes meetings
regularly regarding local affairs.

Describe:
•
Development of the building over time
•
Its form now i.e. materials, architectural features, shape etc.
•
Why is the church significant? Who is it important to? i.e. specific community
groups
•
Special features and historical associations
•
Architectural, artistic and historical importance
Documentation; refer to list description and location plan, also Statement of
Significance if you have one (usually produced for a Faculty application)

Is your church on the Historic England, Heritage at Risk Register?
https://www.historicengland.org.uk/advice/heritage-at-risk/search-register
Describe other factors that put the building at risk i.e. dwindling congregations,
metal thefts, isolated location
Documentation; refer to Quinquennial Inspection/Condition Survey, photos of
issues etc.

No need to answer these

Example: 2b
St Margaret's is situated in an isolated position within a small Lincolnshire hamlet.
It is on the Historic England Heritage At Risk Register, assessed as in Poor
condition, with a priority category D (slow decay). The Nave slate roof is suffering
from serious nail fatigue; the fixtures are now failing, causing slippage of the slates
in significant numbers. The roof is now covered by tarpaulins. Over £62,000 worth
of repair work has been identified within the 2012 Quinquennial Inspection
(excluding VAT and professional fees), much of which is urgently required
immediately, or within the next two years.
The church is also built largely of Spilsby Sandstone (or Greenstone) which is a
poor building material that can weather badly; especially when used in conjunction
with inappropriate cement-rich mortar, as is the case here.

Describe investigations and fundraising you will carry out during the development
phase.
Describe the works you will carry out in stage two:
•
The urgent structural repairs
•
Any new works such as installing a kitchen area or toilets; upgrading heating or
electrical systems, or other works to improve energy efficiency or make you
building easier to maintain. We recommend that you already have a well
considered proposal for improvements you wish to carry out, as refinements to
meet the conditions of statutory consultees will delay the development phase of
works (can be up to 15% of project cost)
•
Community engagement, explain how your project will engage people with the
heritage of your church, such as formal or informal educational visits or talks.
Remember to be creative when thinking about how to attract new visitors and
make your project stand-out during assessment
•
Explain how the project will engage new volunteers or improve skills of existing
volunteers or churchwardens to help sustain the church and deliver the project
Describe projects outputs, these are the tangible things your project will produce
i.e. repairs, better heating, church open more often, workshops, new guidebooks,
websites and brown signs, training workshops, mentoring, developing a new
friends group.

What other options you have considered, why will this project/money address the
problems you raised in 3b?
Describe any consultation with the community and how you took this on board,
have you identified any gaps that the church can fill within the local community?

Describe problems and opportunities relating to the building/how your church is
managed now;
•
Parts of the building that cannot currently be used because they are
unsafe/damp
•
Dangerous structures at imminent loss of fabric
Describe opportunities to improve maintenance i.e. installing handrails or hatches
Tell us about any problems and opportunities there are relating to how people
engage with the heritage now i.e. too cold for community events, not enough
trained volunteers to run events. Describe opportunities to host more events and to
attract more people to your church if there are better facilities

Documentation; refer to QI/condition report, include photos showing problems

Documentation; refer to letter of support from Archdeacon/equivalent

Example: 3c
Unfortunately at the moment the precarious state of the nave roof is rendering the
church unsafe. We have secured a temporary tarpaulin over the worst part. The
door makes access almost impossible for the elderly as it is so stiff. One 80 year
old lady got stuck in 2012 in the church and was unable to pull open the door.
Currently, activities within the church are having to be cancelled due to the
condition of the church, for example our annual flower festival will not be able to
proceed until the church has been repaired. This event has been one of our
principal fund raiser. The enclosed QI report has proven the critical nature of the
repairs needed, urgent within 2 years. Heritage England’s risk assessment of the
church being in poor condition is also evidence of the need.
Carrying out these repair works are critical now, but the recent launch of our
website has raised interest in the church that we would like to build on now by
producing a more professional website and maintaining this momentum.
The church is cared for by 6 volunteers, with an average age of 65. We need to
train new as well as existing volunteers in maintenance and management skills to
help sustain the church in the future.

Competitive programme; EVIDENCE OF URGENCY IS KEY
Is the risk to heritage critical, is the structural repair work required in two years?
Is partnership funding available to you now that won’t be in the future?
Are there are circumstances which mean that this is a particularly good opportunity
for you to do your project (for example, you will be able to benefit from or
complement another project or development which is going ahead now)?
Documentation; refer to Quinquennial Inspection/condition survey
What other sources of funding have you considered but for which you have been
unsuccessful or ineligible? What will happen if you do not get a grant from the HLF?
How much do you have in your own reserves that can be used? What other longterm plans do you have for your building and what funds do you need to commit to
them? i.e. Parish Share or heating, redecoration.

Example: 3a:

Example: 3b

Our project aims to address urgent repair needs of the church and to raise wider
awareness of its international significance as Tennyson's birthplace, through a two
stage grant process. We will begin to develop our project by first procuring a
conservation-accredited architect through a competitive tender process. The
architect will then help us to produce a maintenance plan and access audit to help
us be more sustainable into the future. We will also carry out investigations into
the condition of the roof slates and timbers, commission a drainage survey and
looking into whether the church has bats. These investigations will be used to
inform the specification and schedule of works, to be produced by the architect.
We will also use this phase to carry out local fundraising through coffee mornings,
open gardens and afternoon teas, themed walks, Tennyson Research centre talks
and poetry readings, clay pigeon shooting, Regency Tours and teas etc and to
approach wider trusts and funders such as East Lindsey DC, Garfield Weston
Foundation, Lincolnshire Churches Trust, National Churches Trust, etc. Research
into the most appropriate heating scheme will also be done at this stage, most
likely to be quartz-ray heaters (white lights), and consideration of a lighting
scheme will also be carried out. Enhanced lighting and heating will improve the
visitor experience and will make the building more relevant for future generations.
Further development will include the production of an activity plan that will set out
our plans for the future to help widen community and tourist engagement - for
example the development of our website, which is currently work in progress. The
website has been initiated to draw more awareness to the importance of Tennyson
within our county and worldwide. The Lincolnshire Wolds is recognised as an area
of Outstanding Natural Beauty with followers from all over the world coming to visit
the birthplace of Tennyson. We wish to preserve and build on this as best we can.
This re-representation of Tennyson will give visitors the best possible information
and experience. During the Development phase the PCC will work with our local
webmaster as well as with local interested parties to achieve the above. A skills
audit of volunteers related to project and buildings management, maintenance and
interpretation will inform the Activity Statement and training needs. We will work
with consultants to develop training and systems related to church tourism,
maintenance systems and interpretation during the delivery phase, with specific
procurement, project management and fundraising training delivered in the
development phase to help build the capacity of the church to successfully deliver
the project.
The second phase would involve the repair works, to make sure the building
remains wind and weather tight, to allow it to be used well into the future. The
urgent works needed within the next two years are to re-slate the nave roof and
repair east gable copings, re-point ridges and flashings to porch and chancel,
mortar repairs to porch copings, replace flaunching's at abutment with tower, rebed parapet copings and pinnacles, overhaul cast iron rainwater goods, remove
concrete drainage apron and various masonry repairs including re-pointing.
Other capital works would also be undertaken at this stage, such as the restoration
of the south porch door (currently sagging and binding, making access difficult),
the re-display of existing interpretation boards and the manufacture of new boards,
all relating to the Tennyson and his links to the church and village. The new
heating and lighting scheme would also be carried out in conjunction with the
repair works.
The website and activities to widen the appeal of the church would also be
completed and put into place by the end of the repair works.

Currently the church roofs are causing major problems. At the end of 2012, the
ongoing slate slippage significantly worsened with two large holes appearing on the
north elevation, a temporary tarpaulin covering has been installed to prevent water
ingress. There are also issues relating to the use of hard cementitious mortars in
conjunction with the very soft Greenstone, which is causing increased erosion of
the masonry, and should be addressed before stone replacement becomes
necessary. The church also has a concrete drainage apron around the church which
is preventing water escaping and causing damp to the base of the walls.
This repair project will address these urgent issues and will allow the building to be
restored to a satisfactory condition for future use. The re-slated roof will last for
over 100 years, and removal of hard mortars and repairs to the drainage and
rainwater goods will help prevent further deterioration to the masonry and internal
fixtures. This significant grade II* building will once again be watertight.
Currently, increased use of the church building is hampered by many of the
deficiencies identified in the Quinquennial Inspection report as well as current
inadequate heating lighting and access. Including disabled and associated health
and safety issues. The project which we are making grant application for will allow
us for improvements and provide more opportunities for the community to be
involved in many different ways.
We are keen to encourage the use of the building for choral societies and musical
ensembles, as well as events associated with various Tennyson recitals. On our
website we are showing a local primary school’s 'film club' which feature children
depicting 'the early years of Tennyson'. We need to encourage dissemination of
Tennyson's history in and around our area. Our Fund Raising coordinator is keen to
be able to approach local schools to gather awareness and provide the
opportunities for them to come on 'Themed days' to the church and the House to
recite poetry and learn more. We are pleased to be able to support this with a
letter from our Archdeacon.
Outside the local community, we have only approx. 200 visitors per year, partly
due to the isolated location of the village, and partly due to the lack of marketing
that we are able to do. This project will allow us to raise the profile of the church to
a much wider audience, through a high quality professional website, with
photographs, 360 panoramas, archival resources from the Tennyson Research
Centre, audio recordings from the Tennyson Society and tourism information such
as local attractions and B&Bs etc. We are confident that we can at least double our
visitor numbers a year after the repairs have been completed.

What will your project achieve?
Start with baselines i.e. visitor numbers now and explain how this will be
improved by the end of the project i.e. double your visitor numbers
Heritage
Your church will be in a better condition, for example;
•
It will become structurally stable and water-tight
•
Roofs, rainwater goods and drainage will function as intended
•
Heating and lighting systems will have been upgraded
•
Measures to help maintain the church will have been implemented
•
New works will have broadened the functionality of the building
•
Maintenance skills will be developed to allow implementation of the
maintenance plan
Communities
More people and a wider range of people will have engaged with heritage, for
example;
•
Your audiences will be more diverse than before
•
You will have evidence that visitor numbers have increased outside of worship
i.e. through more concerts, mums and tots mornings, school visits
•
Interest in your church has increased i.e. through a guidebook or website,
campaigns will be launched on regional tourism sites (e.g. spring flowers,
heritage open days, key anniversary dates)
•
Volunteers have learn new heritage skills i.e. maintenance and monitoring, tour
guiding, research, interpretation)

Who will be using your new facilities? Will you have more tourists visiting due to
your new website? Will more groups be able to use the church now it is water
tight?
Do not just say the congregation – need to engage wider groups of people (e.g.
local schools, local, regional and international tourists, church crawlers, specific
new groups such as scouts, cadets, children in care, mothers and toddlers,
environmental/biodiversity groups
Estimate these or have a look at your visitor book, you will need to demonstrate
you can increase these through the project
Will any volunteers (even PCC members) learn about project management? Will
they be able to observe the building works and learn about heritage techniques?
Can an open day be organised to show the local community how conservation
works are carried out?
Estimate how much time the PCC/church and wider community volunteers will
spend on the project. Explain limitations in this i.e. employed or retired PCC
members, lack of resources, elderly volunteers etc
Include any new staff employed for project management or to deliver the activity
programme (not including the architect). For example, a Heritage Officer working 2
days/week would be 0.4 fte.

Example: 4a

Example: 4d

The outcome for heritage following this repair project will be substantial as St
Margaret’s will go from a deteriorating building in a poor condition to one that is
structurally stable and water tight. The roof, rainwater goods and drainage will all
have been renewed and improved, which will allow for better maintenance in the
future and will slow down the rate of deterioration. Additionally the heating system
will have been upgraded and improved, this will allow the temperature of the
church to be raised to a constant low level that will help keep the relative humidity
of the building low; protecting the internal fixtures and fittings, and maintaining
the building structure. Finally, works to restore the door to a usable condition, in
conjunction with all of the above, will allow the building to be used effectively in its
role as a place of worship whilst also encouraging its heritage use with respect to
tourists, Tennyson and the wider community.

We envisage that a wider group of people will be coming to see us than we
currently cater for. Evidence from our visitor book shows that we currently get
visitors from as far afield as Australia and Japan, many returning visitors too, but
we expect, with our new website, to involve more of the UK tourists who didn't
realize what was on offer here. In this respect the focus of our new representation
will be the Tennyson Heritage and Lincolnshire Wolds. Tour Operators in the local
seaside resorts are to be approached to drum-up the bus tours which stopped in
the 90's. We hope that people are coming here to learn and appreciate what is
being offered to them.

A new management and maintenance plan will be developed in partnership with
SPAB’s Maintenance Cooperative team, with skills training for volunteers to monitor
and undertake preventative maintenance tasks. We will also contract for gutter
clearance twice a year to maintain the rainwater goods and identify and issues at
high level early on, using the fabric fund to address minor repairs before they
develop into larger repair requirements.
Example: 4c
More people and a wider range of people will have engaged with heritage through
this project. We will work with the NCT to develop a tourism strategy and
resources, with materials developed appearing on the regional tourism website, on
A Church Near You, and the diocesan website. We will also aim to include
marketing on themed events on VisitEngland.
The development of our website will bring a new international following for
Tennyson Heritage in our village and the Lincolnshire Wolds. The smartphonefriendly website will allow visitors to plan their visit and interact when on site
through a virtual tour and information of the churches history, along with learning
more about Tennyson. Schools will be able to get more involved and visit on a
regular basis through new lesson plans focused on KS 1 and 2 local history and
other subjects. Volunteers will be trained to support school visits, and we will
deliver a CPD training day for six local primary schools on how to use St Margaret’s
as a learning resource. Encouraging schools to enrich their curriculum through
visiting the church and area and using the download available from the website.
We will also organise an open day during the repair works to allow local people to
come and view the works and learn about traditional roofing skills.

At a local (and possibly wider) level, the improved facilities the building will offer
will encourage groups to make use of it for meetings, functions, concerts and
recitals.

Stage 1 tasks examples;
•
Write your activity statement, see programme guidance, appendix five
•
Write maintenance plan. Work with your architect or SPAB to produce a plan
that is realistic and is based on your capacity to deliver
•
Write Access Audit (your architect will produce this)
•
Investigations into the building structure – drainage, timber, roof, bat or
structural surveys etc.
•
Structural monitoring
•
Opening the church door more often – public access. Details of opening times
should be posted on your website, ideally with volunteers available to answer
questions and provide a welcome
•
Develop a programme of activities to engage the community more
•
Develop a tourism strategy with support of the NCT or your local diocese
•
Obtain statutory consents i.e. Faculty, Planning Permission
•
Develop a schedule of works and specification (your architect will produce this)
•
Consider future running costs and maintenance – how will you sustain the
project?
•
Consider how you will evaluate the project – establish baselines i.e. current
visitor numbers
•
Develop a new Friends group
•
Develop a training programme for existing volunteers in maintenance,
engagement and interpretation skills
The team delivering the grant;
This is usually the PCC, lead by the main point of contact for the grant
•
Describe the structure of this team
•
Will you take advice from any experts or specialists (e.g. SPAB, local wildlife
trust, schools, CCT, NCT)?
•
Who is responsible for making decisions? Who will be involved in meetings etc?
•

PCC

Example

i.e. Access Audit
Maintenance plan
Drainage survey

Architect

Who will be your lead professional adviser? This should be a conservation
accredited architect, building surveyor or structural engineer and will
need to be appointed in accordance with HLF procurement guidelines, so
will not necessarily be your current church architect. They will generally
be appointed on a cost/quality basis. They will produce the specification,
drawings, schedule of work and the bill of quantities for the repairs before
you invite tenders for the work.

Example

Include everything above for 5a. and try to estimate dates, you will have up to a
year to complete the development phase.
You will not need to produce a Conservation plan, Management plan or Project
business plan.

Risks
You need to identify any threats to the project and how you will try to avoid these;
•
Lead theft during project – mitigated through roof alarms
•
Dry rot found during timber investigations – contingency within grant costs
•
Rare bat species – obtain bat licence
•
Etc

Stage 2

Example

Example

This team will largely consist of the those managing the development phase of the
project. You will also have contractors and specialists working at the church now,
they will need to be included in decision making and meetings etc

Timetable; this should include main tasks and capital works for your project. It
should also include activities being carried out to engage people with heritage i.e.
•Construct scaffolding around church
•Strip and relay roof with new lead
•Renew rainwater goods
•Re-point tower at high level
•Masonry repairs to parapets
•Installation of new heating system within nave
•Research, design and publishing of new guidebook
•Details of each concert/event etc. being organised

Risks;
•
Technical – for example, discovering unexpected structural problems;
•
Financial – for example, a reduced contribution from another funding source;
•
Organisational – for example, a shortage of people with the skills you need;
•
Economic – for example, an unexpected rise in the cost of materials;
•
Management – for example, a significant change in the project team;
•
Legal – for example, changes in law that make the project impractical, don’t get
faculty approval or listed building consents
•
Environmental – for example, difficulties in finding sources of timber from wellmanaged forests; a colony of bats in the roof space that will require you to
obtain a bat licence.
Use this tailored information to inform the amount of money you put into your
contingency

Your repairs are likely to begin in the spring after your development phase has
been completed and the stage 2 grant has been awarded.
The project may take up to three years to complete.

Looking to the future;
Think about what you wrote for 4a and 4c – how will you make sure these remain
in place?
•
How will you keep the rainwater goods in good condition? Will you clean them
out regularly? Your maintenance plan will form part of your long-term plan to
improve sustainability
•
How will you maintain your programme of concerts? Will they pay for
themselves?
Risks;
Further repair needs
•
Theft or vandalism from grant aided works
•
Environmental conditions
•
Dwindling congregations or risk of closure
•
Threats to community engagement i.e. continuing to pay for website hosting
•

Evaluation;
The baselines established within 4a and 4c should be compared to new figures once
the project is complete. Describe how you will do this – this could include visitor
numbers, increased donations, reduced damp or replaced stonework.
Describe how you will share the learning – this could include a display of
photographs of the project, a website or newsletter with regular updates on the
project etc.

Example: 6a
The benefits of the projects should lead to a significant increase in the number of
visitors. The church will not be locked and therefore is open 365 days a year which
will lead to more income for the church. The additional running costs will be
electricity and the plan will be to hold a significant number of local community
events in the church which will also raise funds to meet these costs.
The building will be kept in good condition to increase the lifespan of the repair
works, this will be done by following the annual maintenance plan and setting aside
a sum of money each year to cover these needs. This includes the award of a
contract for regular gutter clearance and high level monitoring, which will feed into
the next QI report. Volunteers will also monitor the church and undertake minor
repair work after training from SPAB.

Example

Project Costs; Stage 1
•
Some of these cost headers will not apply to you for this project – new staff
costs, full cost recovery etc.
•
For the others try to estimate as best you can.
•
VAT can be recovered via the Listed Places of Worship Grant Scheme,
be sure to check eligibility; see
http://www.lpwscheme.org.uk/lpw_guidance_notes_download.pdf
•
Refer back to your answers for 5a and 5c to help you fill this section in
•
As a guide, professional fees can be anywhere between 5% and 15% - consider
12% to be the norm
•
Bat surveys in some areas are generally free, access audits are c.£350, a
support to develop a good maintenance plan can be £500 - £1500 and
investigations can be from £500 upwards
•
An activity statement could be £1000 - £3000, depending on the ambition of
the engagement plan. Consider if you need specialist advice on church tourism
or website development costs
•
You can include some training and/or mentoring for clergy and volunteers on
skills needed to deliver the project, such as tendering, fundraising, governance
•
Include a contingency of between 5-10%, depending on the risks that further
condition reports will be required for as yet undiscovered problems
•
Non-cash contributions include use of meeting space or free loan of equipment
etc.
•
Volunteer time can be included and is categorised into professional, skilled and
unskilled (see HLF guidance for more on this)
Full Cost Recovery (HLF explanation)
•
For voluntary organisations, we can also accept part of an organisation’s
overheads (sometimes called ‘core costs’) as a part of the project costs. We
expect our contribution to be calculated using Full Cost Recovery. We cannot
accept applications for Full Cost Recovery from public sector organisations, such
as government-funded museums, local authorities or universities.
•
Your organisation’s overheads might include overall management,
administration and support, or premises costs that relate to the whole
organisation. We can cover a proportion of the cost of an existing member of
staff, as long as they are not working exclusively on the project.
•
Recognised guidance on calculating the Full Cost Recovery amount that applies
to your project is available from organisations such as the Association of Chief
Executives of Voluntary Organisations (ACEVO) (www.acevo.org.uk) and Big
Lottery Fund (www.biglotteryfund.org.uk). You will need to show us how you
have calculated your costs, based on recent published accounts. You will then
need to tell us on what basis you have allocated a share of the costs to the
project you are asking us to fund, and we will assess whether this is fair and
reasonable.

Example

Project income; partnership funding
•
You will need to find at least 5% of the funding for this project from your own
or other match funding. This will mostly come from VAT rebates, private
donations or businesses, your own reserves and community fundraising
•
You should have the funding for the development phase in place, or be able to
underwrite it to allow HLF to give you permission to start. LPWGS rebates do
not have to be secured at the point of application.
•
Give the same figures here for non-cash contributions and volunteer time as
you did for 7a

Capital costs
•
•

•

Example

Example

•

Repair and conservation work – this will be the bulk of your costs and will
include labour, contractors fees and scaffolding costs.
New building work; add in here new building works such as electrics or heating,
new toilets or kitchen facilities, access improvements such as ramps,
maintenance access improvement ladders/hatches
Other capital work; this might include the cost of new interpretation or
exhibitions, new website
Professional fees; for your architect or surveyor to oversee the project, CDM coordinator, M&E engineers, Quantity Surveyor, or specialist consultants (e.g.
bats)

Activity costs
These relate to any activities you are delivering as part of the project. For example:
•
Training in heritage skills you plan to do as part of the project
•
The use of researchers to produce a new guidebook on the church to help raise
its profile and increase visitor numbers
•
Professional fees to develop school lesson plans, materials for mother and
toddler groups
•
Specialist training for young people on creating a film or to photograph the
restoration process
•
Consultancy support in developing church tourism related materials
•
Equipment such as laptops, projectors, Personal Protective Equipment or
maintenance boxes
•
Translating materials into community languages for tourists or new
demographic groups
•
Heritage related games or puzzles
•
Exhibitions or oral histories that tell stories related to the history of the church
•
Artists to support volunteers or young people creating art works that interpret
the heritage of the church
•
Heritage skill demonstrations and hands on days (e.g. stone masonry, stained
glass repair)
•
Performances of music, poetry readings, plays related to the history of the
church or the people associated with the church
•
Architectural modelling related to key design features in the church

Other costs
•
•

•

Example

•

•

•
•

Do you need to recruit new staff, or will the tendering process for a contractor
involve costs?
Publicity – you will need to think about how you will publicise and acknowledge
the HLF contribution, also include promotional materials directly relating to the
project
Evaluation – an important process – you could include costs for a community
consultation here
You should include a good contingency figure in case something goes wrong or
additional works are required. As a guide, contingency of 10-15% could be
included against capital works, and 5-10% against activity costs
Capital inflation is running ahead of the rate of CPI inflation. Ask your architect
or QS to give you the current rate of inflation related to capital builds. As a
guide, inflation should be 3-5% on capital, and 0-2% on activity costs
Increase maintenance costs – for regular maintenance into the future
Volunteer time can be included and is categorised into professional, skilled and
unskilled (see HLF guidance for more on this)

Example

As with 7b
You are likely to be asking most grant givers for funding for the repairs stage
rather than development works.
Include the Listed Places of Worship grant here at 100%
you are not required to have your delivery phase match funding in place at the
time of the Round 1 assessment.
Large amounts of unsecured funding can affect the risk scores for the project, so
be clear how you will raise the match funding. Having fundraising support or
training in the development phase can help reduce your risk scores

Example

Securing funds – explain that most grant givers have various deadlines and would
expect to hear whether the HLF are awarding a grant before they offer a
contribution.
List the funders you will be applying to and when you expect to hear from them.
Refer to the Charitable Grants for Churches document on your local diocese or NCT
website

Fill this section in based on the make-up of the PCC/church rather than the
individual filling in the form

Main grant contact signs this (i.e. you and not your architect).

Spreadsheet detailing the cost breakdown in Section 7: Project Costs
You will need to produce a separate spreadsheet that sets out all the costs you have included in your application in section 7, but in
greater detail. This can be done as an excel spreadsheet.
Many of these costs will be estimates but the key is to be as accurate as possible. Give approximations based on the costs in your
Quinquennial Inspection, average grant awards from charitable bodies and any quotes you already have from contractors.

Spreadsheet detailing the cost breakdown in Section 7: Project Costs
You will need to produce a separate spreadsheet that sets out all the costs you have included in your
application in section 7, but in greater detail. This can be done as an excel spreadsheet.
Many of these costs will be estimates but the key is to be as accurate as possible. Give approximations
based on the costs in your Quinquennial Inspection, average grant awards from charitable bodies and any
quotes you already have from contractors.

Supporting Documents
Constitution; a copy of your church’s mission statement would be appropriate here
Accounts; for the latest financial year, these should have been independently
examined
Photographs; good quality, general and detail
Condition survey; this will be a copy of your Quinquennial Inspection/most recent
condition report and must have been carried out within the last five years. It
should also demonstrate that the works requested are urgent within the next two
years

Letter of support – This should be a letter from your Archdeacon/equivalent, and
should cover;
•
Whether there is financial need for HLF support - if you have a large
congregation in a wealthy area, you will be less likely to attract a grant
(according to the HLF) – see hotspots
•
Whether there is support for the congregations continued use of the building –
there must be no plans for the building to cease being used as a place of
worship
•
Whether there are any plans for pastoral reorganisation – for example boundary
changes
•
Whether the project meets a clearly identified need or opportunity

At Round 2, you will need to provide architectural plans to equivalent of RIBA
Stage 4

PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS GUIDANCE IS NOT A SUBSTITUTE FOR READING THE HLF
GUIDANCE DOCUMENT AND IS PURELY DESIGNED TO OFFER EXAMPLES TO HELP
CHURCHES APPLY

The Diocese of Lincoln and the National Churches Trust are grateful to Rebecca
Burrows and Ben Stoker, formally of the Diocese, as well as the Development Team
at the HLF East Midlands region, for the work they did on the original version of
this guidance, written in 2013.

The Diocese of Lincoln

The National Churches Trust

The Diocese of Lincoln is blessed with some 738 churches, 630 of which are
regularly used for worship. The Diocese of Lincoln Church Buildings Department
exists to support parishes to maintain and cherish these beautiful churches. The
Diocesan Advisory Committee for the Care of Churches (DAC) will be the first port
of call for many enquiries regarding the ongoing care and maintenance of church
buildings, such as questions about repair, re-ordering and/or extensions. The DAC
can offer advice about finding an approved architect to undertake quinquennial
inspections and it also acts as the statutory body advising the Chancellor and
Archdeacons of the Diocese regarding the granting of Faculties for works to be
undertaken to church buildings.

The National Churches Trust supports and promotes church buildings of historic,
architectural and community value through fundraising, advice and grant-giving. We
are the independent, UK-wide charity supporting over 42,000 churches, chapels and
meeting houses of all Christian denominations. We believe that places of worship are
an integral part of our nation’s architectural heritage and play a vital part in building
and sustaining local communities. www.nationalchurchestrust.org

The Church Buildings Department also has two Historic Churches Support Officers
whose roles are to give every parish access to advice, support and encouragement
as they engage with their church building, whether it’s guidance on gutters, or
grant application advice. The Historic Churches Support Officers work closely with,
but separately from, the DAC. Three key areas of support available are:
•Maintenance: assistance developing a maintenance plan, direction on general
maintenance work, or for resources such as maintenance calendars or training
days.

We currently have four grants programmes supporting urgent structural repairs and
the introduction of facilities in Christian places of worship. These are:
Our Repair Grants programme; grants of £10,000 to £40,000 towards the cost of
urgent and essential structural repair projects, i.e. essential works to the fabric of the
building. Projects must have an estimated cost of at least £100,000 (incl. VAT and
fees) to qualify. A limited number of £40,000 ‘Cornerstone’ grants are available.
Our Community Grants programme; grants of £10,000 to £25,000 towards the cost
of capital works such as additions and extensions and the introduction of facilities,
such as toilets and catering facilities. Projects must have an estimated cost of at least
£25,000 (incl. VAT and fees) to qualify. This year we are able to offer an additional
£2,000 to churches interested in setting up a social action project in partnership with
the Cinnamon Network.

•Fundraising: help to develop a fundraising strategy, access up to date information
regarding charitable trusts and advice on how to apply for grants.

Our Partnership Grants programme; grants of up to £10,000 to projects costing
under £100,000 (incl. VAT and fees) in partnership with 26 local churches trusts who
make recommendations to us. Awards are made quarterly.

•Heritage: historical information, insight into the art, archaeology and architecture
of church buildings, advice on interpreting churches through guide books or guided
tours, or for other ways of developing the building's heritage potential.

Our Project Development programme; grants of £3,000 - £10,000 to support
churches to become more sustainable through the diagnosis of issues affecting the
church, testing the viability of proposed solutions to improve sustainability and the
development of guiding policies and plans that will be implemented through an
application to the Heritage Lottery Fund or other large church heritage funders. This a
limited pilot programme open in June 2016, with decisions made in December 2016.

Contacts
The Diocese of Lincoln: Edward King House, Minster
Yard, Lincoln, LN2 1PU
Telephone: 01522 50 40 48/49
Email: Matthew.Godfrey@lincoln.anglican.org
www.lincoln.anglican.org
The National Churches Trust: 7 Tufton Street,
London, SW1P 3QB
Telephone: 020 7222 0605
Email: info@nationalchurchestrust.org
www.nationalchurchestrust.org

The programmes are open to listed and unlisted churches, chapels and meeting
houses in England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland which are open for worship
and which are part of a denomination belonging to Churches
Together in Britain and Ireland. Applicants need to show that
50% of the project cost has already been raised and the
project needs to be taking place within the building or as
an extension to it, but not a separate building. It also
needs to have been built as a place of worship.
Applications must be made before works start.
Full guidance notes can be found on the grants
pages of our website:

www.nationalchurchestrust.org/our-grants

